Woodland activity idea

Simple ideas to inspire groups to engage with woods in a safe and fun way

3) Map Making
Description of
the activity /
overview

A gentle introduction to maps – lots of people instinctively seem
to say that they can’t read maps but we use maps all the time.
Aim is get the group thinking about maps and familiar with basic
interpretation but also to look at the environment and decide
what is important to them and to make a personal map. Some
participants do very ‘factural’ map, others representational, or if
groups are familiar with the area they become memory maps.

Timescale

Can be anything from half an hour to two hours or more

Equipment

• Selection of maps – different detail and scales, preferably
of the same area eg road map, OS map, orienteering map,
sketch map from a leaflet.
• Paper – different sizes and colours
• Clipboards/solid surface to lean on
• Felt tips, crayons, paint, etc
• Glue/Sellotape

Who’s enjoyed
it in the past?

Suitable and adaptable to a wide range of groups and abilities,
from young to old and for both active and sedentary groups.
Used with groups with disabilities too and ended up with more
collages.

Leader skills
and knowledge
needed to do
the activity
(minimum and
desired)

Basic understanding of feature of maps – different scales,
different uses, symbols and keys, how landscape can be
represented etc.

Methodology

1. General chat about maps – photos from the air, a general
representation, road maps – large scale, less detail, moving
fast vs OS maps which still show roads, but focus on detail of
landscape as designed for different users.
2. Ask the group either individually or in small groups to choose
an area and design their own map. Doesn’t matter if they feel
they can’t draw – they can collect items and stick them on or
they can do symbols and interpret these in a key.
3. Some groups draw very precise, factual maps, others
make collages, some do very detailed maps of a tiny area.
Interesting to see what different people see as important
features. Or it can be used to record/recall incidences/events
that happened in certain places.
4. Groups often enjoy the opportunity to really look at an area and
to make it personal.
5. Participants can use each other’s maps to navigate or to share
what on their map as they walk.

Key elements

Practical - understanding of maps re setting walking routes.
to help understand an area to record and survey species.
a pictorial way of understanding their site, planning what work
needs doing, what activities work well where.
Reflective - using maps as a way of recording incidences/
memories. Works well on a site that participants know well and
have used often. Resulting map is personal and participants have
their own ‘key’.
The process of creating/drawing is a way of encouraging
participants to really look at their environment. Their maps can be
of a small and intricate area, from an insects point of view as well
as on a large scale (birds eye view).
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